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ABSTRACT

1

Current data governance techniques are very labor-intensive, as
teams of data stewards typically rely on best practices to transform business policies into governance rules. As data plays an
increasingly key role in today’s data-driven enterprises, current
approaches do not scale to the complexity and variety present in
the data ecosystem of an enterprise as an increasing number of data
requirements, use cases, applications, tools and systems come into
play. We believe techniques from artificial intelligence and machine
learning have potential to improve discoverability, quality and compliance in data governance. In this paper, we propose a framework
for ‘contextual intelligence’, where we argue for (1) collecting and
integrating contextual metadata from variety of sources to establish
a trusted unified repository of contextual data use across users and
applications, and (2) applying machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques over this rich contextual metadata to improve
discoverability, quality and compliance in governance practices. We
propose an architecture that unifies governance across several systems, with a graph serving as a core repository of contextual metadata, accurately representing data usage across the enterprise and
facilitating machine learning, We demonstrate how our approach
can enable ML-based recommendations in support of governance
best practices.

Much of the current research to apply AI techniques to data management and data integration technology has focused on developing algorithms and systems that facilitate processing of very large
data sets. However, users of enterprise data management systems
point to another important characteristic of these data-intensive
problems, one that has received far less attention with respect to
applying AI: establishing trustworthiness and maintaining a robust
governance program over the data managed by such large scale
systems. Data governance techniques today are typically implemented by teams of data stewards following business processes
to implement governance policies, relying on best practices and
word-of-mouth knowledge to locate valuable data to be governed,
define the appropriate policies, and ensure they are being followed.
This practice is very labor intensive, and by definition, prone to
error. Furthermore, current practices do not scale to the increasingly complex and diverse data ecosystems in the enterprise, with
an increasing number of data sources, requirements, use cases,
applications, and systems coming into play everyday.
We believe techniques from artificial intelligence and machine
learning have potential to facilitate governance in data-driven enterprises. The key, however, is to create an accurate and holistic source
of data use to facilitate machine learning. Since 2013, our focus has
been to build a comprehensive contextual usage graph of analytic
activity across users and systems to capture social, schematic, semantic, collaborative, and contextual metadata across tools, such as
IBM Information Server, IBM Watson Analytics, Jupyter, Zeppelin,
Box, Slack and others[17]. A significant advantage of a graph-based
knowledge repository that captures different types of metadata
is that it can be a repository for a broad class of problems and it
provides a flexible platform to combine different approaches for
search and recommendations. Thus far, we have built analytics over
this context graph to support contextual search and recommendations, provenance exploration, and activity summarization to help
improve information quality [18]. In this paper, we discuss how an
ML approach can be used to support and enable data governance
to improve discoverability, quality and compliance.
The contributions of this paper are: (1) to identify challenges of
data governance in data-driven enterprises, as open socio-technical
systems, overseeing large amount of data, people, and systems
in the enterprise; (2) to recognize data governance as a big data
and analytics problem, and hence call for artificial intelligence
and machine learning techniques to properly address them; (3) to
model governance context as a property graph that is fed from large
number of enterprise systems and contribute recommendations
back into the same systems; (4) to propose a blueprint of a reference
architecture that supports analytics and machine learning over such
a contextual graph in support of governance capabilities.
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INTRODUCTION
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we review
related work in data governance. Next, we illustrate three challenges present in today’s governance best practices to motivate
our approach. Then, we describe our unifying governance platform
based on a contextual metadata graph and declarative machine
learning framework. We then illustrate how our architecture works
by demonstrating two use-cases and conclude with a summary of
our contributions.

2

RELATED WORK

We build on mainly two areas of research: (1) data governance in
general and artificial intelligence, data mining, and machine learning techniques applied to governance, specifically; (2) recommender
systems in general, and techniques that are either graph-based, or
leverage context, or applied to database queries, specifically. Let’s
discuss key related work in these areas.
Data governance is recognized to be one of five key criteria
for successful data-driven organizations, with top five governance
focus identified as data principles, quality, access, life cycle, and
metadata[19]. While our work is general in nature, we focus specifically on the use of metadata for data quality and establishing compliance with data principles. As Kathri, we also argue that while
data quality is multi-dimensional the context of the end use of data
is critical in its assessment. Governance compliance is based on the
premise that you can only govern what you know[9]. DeStefano
proposes that awareness of the landscape of data and processes
can be facilitated through ontology, linked data, and RDF, and like
us, argues that graph based nature of RDF model lends itself to
presenting concepts such as data lineage. In our approach we go
further in that we pull in other metadata, such as social and organizational, to provide a more holistic context around use of data.
Graph-based representation is critical, because as Weber argues
data governance configuration is specific to a company, and graphs
provide flexibility in specification as well as intelligence[26] We
further argue that results from machine learning should be reflected
back onto the graph as discovered linkages, entities and attributes
to further enrich governance context. Lastly, Tallon recognizes that
with big data, corporations are trying to establish new governance
practices that maintain a balance between value creation and risk
exposure[25]. We believe artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques could address some of the scale issues and help in
establishing new governance practices, where linkages between
policies and data and among data could be discovered automatically
for compliance and quality.
Recommender systems typically suggests items or actions either
based on user’s past activities in relation to activities of similar
users or by features of the recommended items, or by some combination of these approaches. Need for incorporating additional
contextual data beyond data on users and items used has long been
recognized[3]. Adomavicius et al. proposed a multidimensional
rating estimation technique that allows use of recommendation
context to select two-dimensional segments for applying standard
collaborative filtering. Such context can also include social context
as in [21] to not only address data sparsity problem but also to
provide more relevant recommendations. Similar problems also
exist in governance domain as few assets are very popular, and
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large number of assets have hardly any usage or other implicit
data. To address this problem, we are pulling in many different
kinds of context, such as organizational context, business context,
semantic context, etc. Represented as a graph we further argue
that we offer flexibility in representing context but also features
that exploit linkages between entities in the graph (also see [8]). In
previous work we exploited such linkages for search [16], where
search features were defined as statistics over paths in the graph.
Lastly, specific to query recommendations there is large body of
relevant work in data management community [4–6, 11, 22, 23]. For
example, SnipSuggest recommends possible additions to various
clauses in the query using relevant snippets collected from a log
of past queries and adjusts its recommendations according to the
context of the clause [20]. Most existing approaches examine only
the content and structure of the queries, but there are approaches
that go beyond just content and consider query context (such as
BI documents as in [24]). In our approach, as discussed before, we
employ a broader context of not only queries but also of people
involved.

3

DATA GOVERNANCE CHALLENGES

Due to the increasing importance of data as a key differentiator, a
general public concern on data rights, privacy, and security, and
regulations such as GDPR and HIPAA, data-driven enterprises are
increasingly feeling pressure to adopt stricter governance processes
and policies in order to bring transparency with regard to the use of
data throughout the enterprise. In fact, such pressures have given
rise to the Chief Data Officer as a C-level executive to oversee all
data practices in an enterprise. As a consequence, three capabilities
often emerge as key requirements:
(1) Discovery, to ensure that assets could be easily located, searched,
and linked to relevant assets;
(2) Quality, to ensure that appropriate high-quality data assets
are used for the right purposes;
(3) Compliance, to ensure that assets are monitored, enforced
and audited for compliance with regulations.
These governance challenges are to a large degree unmet by
today’s data management and governance platforms, or are only
addressed in a piecemeal fashion. For example, current approaches
in information quality typically focus on techniques to measure the
quality of the data content but not the context of its use[2]. While
the results of data profiling do provide valuable information about
the format of the data, who uses the data and for what business
purpose is also invaluable information to establish the quality and
appropriateness of the data for a new purpose. Likewise, compliance
with governance policies can be challenging due to the rate at which
data comes into the enterprise and speed with which regulations
change. In our own studies of business analysts, data stewards, and
data compliance officers of several Fortune 500 companies, we were
struck by the frequency, strength and commonality with which so
many of the users we interviewed described similar challenges, and
expressed similar cries for help, regardless of business domain [16].
Common across these challenges is the recognition that contextual metadata on how data assets are accessed, by whom, and for
what purposes are as important as the content of the data asset. We
believe that if such contextual metadata can be captured and linked
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to data assets and users of those assets, the result is a context-rich
metadata source that can be exploited using artificial intelligence
and machine learning techniques to achieve contextually intelligent data governance. We believe AI techniques are particularly
well-suited to address these challenges by learning from past usage
of the data by users.
Recent estimates [7] indicate that 70% of the time building applications is spent on data preparation. A key challenge is often
discovery, or knowing where to start. Users in our studies often
speak of leveraging ‘tribal knowledge’, i.e., help from experts in the
enterprise who not only have access to the data assets, but also have
unique insights to identify what data is appropriate for a particular
business context and knowledge of the underlying assumptions in
data, and can thus guide data analysis, and help interpret results.
Tribal knowledge fuels a sustainable collective insight.
The ability to quickly find relevant and trustworthy expertise
and assets to reuse and re-purpose is key. For example, what’s missing from the typical corporate directory of ‘experts’ is the context
around why the experts are experts, what thought processes led
them to solve a business problem or achieve a result, and what other
insights they may have learned along the way. While the directory
may lead one to interview the expert to learn that information,
such an approach is neither scalable nor robust. Memories fade and
experts leave the organization, taking their organizational knowledge with them. Similarly, a catalog of data assets lacks the context
by which to establish the true value of the asset; it is important to
know how and who used an asset and for what purpose in order to
know how useful and relevant that asset is for a new purpose.
Today, tribal knowledge exists, but it is not captured in any one
place; it is passed down by word of mouth, resides in old emails
or collaboration platforms, such as wiki pages. Likewise, usage
data that describes how assets are used, by whom and for how
long is implicitly captured in the multitude of logs of software and
tools that users employ as part of their work activities, but in their
present form they are hard to extract and re-purpose. Likewise,
social metadata that describes how groups of people are related
exist in many social and networking tools but they are not linked
to assets, projects, people, and other resources.
At the simplest level, an asset used by an expert or someone
personally trusted should be ranked more highly in a search result
compared to an asset with no association to anything, or worse, with
association to someone of ill repute. At a minimum, establishing
relevance and trustworthiness of a data asset requires connecting
user profiles and social network information of those users to the
catalogs that describe the structure and meaning of the asset to
the system logs that describe the use of that asset. In other words,
collecting and connecting usage, social, schematic and semantic
information is critical to support discovery.
Likewise, current information quality approaches can be used to
classify data columns and to define data rules that can be executed
on a regular basis to govern their values, and to enable the ability
to define governance policies. However, in today’s suite of information management tools, there is typically no association between
policy definition of policies and the actual execution of the data and
business rules that make up that policy; data stewards manually
inspect data to identify and set governance policies. Additionally,
as the rate of new data making its way into the enterprise increases,
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many assets escape the attention of the compliance officers. Furthermore, there is often no easy way to ensure that the users of the
platform are actually using the data governed by data rules; several
data stewards in our study have described that they have difficulty
determining that the data sources that are governed are actually
the ones in use, and they are often surprised that the most popular
data sources are not governed at all.
In summary, the ability to connect information quality to usage
information and semantics would enable powerful opportunities
to automate the monitoring, enforcing and auditing activities required for a governance program, thus facilitating an environment
in which a higher level of compliance is more easily achieved. Once
connected, contextual metadata can help to quantify the trustworthiness of an asset, and the absence of such connections can enable
proactive enforcement of policies. Furthermore, such connections
naturally provide the provenance information needed to audit the
steps taken to produce a particular result.

4

AN ARCHITECTURE FOR CONTEXTUAL
INTELLIGENCE IN UNIFIED DATA
GOVERNANCE

Our implementation has been directly created within the architecture of IBM Information Server 11.7 [1], a suite of integrated
products that, among other features, support information quality
(IBM Information Analyzer), enterprise search and data governance
(IBM Information Governance Catalog (IGC)), and information integration (IBM DataStage). While many of the tools offer search
capabilities that allow users to find information and assets of interest, results are often isolated to assets only known within the
tool itself, and are not connected to how data is used in other tools
and by other users, either within the IBM Information Server suite,
or outside with tools such as IBM Watson Analytics or Jupyter
notebooks. For example, a search within IGC returns results only
for assets listed in the IGC catalog, and a search within Watson
Analytics only returns results accessible by the user conducting
the search within Watson Analytics. Typically, users don’t have a
complete picture, nor do they have all the information they need to
conduct a thorough search of assets used across an enterprise. This
is particularly true of users in charge of data governance and compliance such as the Chief Data Officer (CDO), who need mechanisms
to discover assets and enforce compliance across tools in order to
define policies and enforce business rules across the enterprise.
Thus, a key goal of our implementation is to provide a governance layer across these products to create a centralized representation of all governance related activities, linking every person,
asset, tool and application, and the context around them. We chose
to model governance context as a property graph feeding from a
large number of sources typically present in an enterprise. Our unified governance architecture populates this graph through sourcespecific connectors that publish to a queue to be stored into the
context graph. To enable analytics over contextual metadata at such
scale, we introduce a declarative machine learning framework that
can flexibly derive features from the graph, feed data to machine
learning algorithms, and populate results back to the graph in a
manner such that they can be utilized subsequently for personalized
search, recommendations and other uses. In this section, we discuss
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Figure 2: Unified Governance Architecture.

Figure 1: Simplified schema of entities and relationships in
contextual governance graph.

(1) the context graph (2) the unified governance architecture, to
populate the graph and (3) the contextual intelligence framework,
to exploit the graph for governance.

4.1

Context Graph

A context graph is a central component of our governance architecture. It captures all activity related to data assets from a variety of
systems and applications, with activity data coming in at different
scale and speed. It drives large-scale machine learning and provides
contextual data and services, such as search and compliance recommendations. The context graph supports an expressive graph
language, efficient search and query, and transactions.
Context is a complex concept. Research on context suggests that
context is a relation between entities involved in the activity [10].
Context doesn’t have a boundary, but rather, an extent; that is, it is
not whether something is in context or not, it is about how close
it is. This requires that a representation of context must capture
relations, attributes of such relations, and the various ways in which
entities are related to each other. As such, we argue that context
should be represented as a property graph in order to accurately
and completely represent relationships between entities that are
directly or indirectly related through several edges on a path. A
property graph fits these needs very well as they are attributed,
directed, and multi-relational. The schema of a property graph is
flexible in that it can evolve over time; both nodes and edges can
have an arbitrary number of simple key/value based attributes, with
many types of edges between nodes.
An simplified version of our graph is shown in Figure 1. All entities represented in the graph are assigned to have basic attributes
such as UID, preferredLabel, description, etc., and relationships
such as ownedBy. The graph also supports user-defined entities,
attributes, and relationships. Broadly, the context graph contains
entities and relationships that capture schematic, usage, semantic,

business, and social and organizational context: (a) Schematic Context describes how data is structured, and includes entities such
as Database, Table, and Column, and relations such as partOf ; (b)
Usage Context captures activity on data, e.g., ETL jobs and queries
that consume and produce data, through entities such as Query,
Job, with relations such as refersTo, reads and writes; (c) Semantic Context captures the meaning of data, through entities such
as Term and ontological relations such as isA, partOf, and has; (d)
Business Context captures the practices of a business unit through
its roles, processes, data and business rules and governance policies, represented by entities such as Role, Policy, and Rule, and
relations such as has and implements and governs; and (e) Social
and Organizational Context captures relationships between people,
e.g., people following each other, being part of organizations, via
entities such as Person and Organization, and relations such as
memberOf and follows. Note that we only describe a sample of
entities and relations represented in the graph, the actual number
of entities and relationships is in the hundreds, reflecting the complexity of data governance in an enterprise. A key strength of the
graph representation is that it enables a flexible representation of
complex relationships that can be customized and evolve.
Contextual metadata captured in such a graph can be harnessed
to address the data governance challenges described in Section 3. For
example, the graph can be leveraged for discovery purposes to find
related entities by analyzing co-occurrence of tables in queries and
jobs derived from usage information. Likewise, semantic context
can be leveraged to find related assets through same or similar
business terms and consequently used in expanding application
of business policies and rules to assets discovered through such
semantic connections to existing assets with policies and rules.
We will discuss some of these links in more detail when discussing
recommendations for governance in next sections. First, let’s discuss
how the context graph is populated from a multitude of systems
and applications that typically make up an enterprise information
management platform.

4.2

Populating the Context Graph

In order to be useful, the context graph must be populated with
metadata from a multitude of enterprise tools, repositories and
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applications to create a single integrated view that accurately represents data-related activities across users, and to drive analytics
that provide contextual intelligence for governance purposes. As
such key aspects of the architecture are: (1) extensible connectors
framework that facilitates ingestion of governance-related metadata from systems and applications, (2) a queuing mechanism to
decouple systems from governance and to provide efficiency, and
(3) machine learning framework to provide contextual governance
intelligence, driven by data from the graph and enriching graph
with new discovered entities and relations.
In Figure 2, we show how we have augmented the suite of tools
that make up IBM Information Server 11.7 with a context graph and
contextual intelligence framework to support data governance. Our
framework is flexible enough to include products from both inside
and outside the suite. For example, IBM®InfoSphere Information
Governance Catalog (IGC) is the key governance product within
the suite. It can be used by data officers and data stewards to create
and manage business assets, track usage, and apply policies and
rules to enforce compliance. As such, it is a key source to feed the
graph with business context metadata. As another example, IBM
Watson Analytics is a product outside the IBM Information Server
suite that enables business users to query data naturally, create visualizations, and perform analytics. Thus, it can feed the graph with
important usage metadata. Likewise, IBM Connections is a collaboration suite that can feed the graph with social network metadata
such as social connections between people, organizational hierarchy, etc. To populate the graph with data from all these systems,
we built a connector framework that can be adapted for a variety
of sources to populate the graph. Some connectors, such as IGC,
leverage REST APIs, while others utilize text analytics techniques
to extract data from systems logs. Output from the connectors are
a set of instructions that update the graph with new entities and
relations by publishing to the queue, implemented using Apache
Kafka.

4.3

Exploiting the Graph for Intelligent
Governance

Once populated, the context graph provides a rich source of data to
facilitate machine learning for unified governance. In this section,
we describe our machine learning framework that operates over
the context graph to enable features such as personalized search,
and recommendations to support governance and compliance.
Our goal in our approach is to use contextual information to
augment and enhance existing capabilities within the Information
Server. Thus, a key requirement of coupling the context graph with
machine learning is adaptability to support a wide-variety of uses,
including generating asset recommendations for compliance with
governance policies, personalizing search for data assets based on
role, semantic use and information quality metrics, and even providing contextually relevant recommendations for query building
based on not only content of queries but also other context such as
user roles. We have demonstrated flexibility of graph in capturing
context information; we now couple that with flexibility in defining
machine learning through a declarative approach. As illustrated in
Figure 3, this allows easy experimentation with machine learning
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Figure 3: Overview of declarative machine learning pipeline
for contextual intelligence framework: (1) Graph queries retrieve data to extract features, (2) Transformations and algorithms specify pipeline to train model, and (3) Results persisted back to the graph as new nodes, edges, and attributes.
models: graph queries can retrieve data to extract features and different algorithms can be applied to train and test models. When
satisfactory, results can be persisted back to augment the graph
with discovered nodes, edges, and attributes.
Our declarative machine learning framework treats the graph as
a first class citizen and provides a no-compile time component by
introducing a declarative syntax for constructing machine learning
pipelines. It is built on top of Apache Spark version 2.1.0, and use
Human-Optimized Config Object Notation (HOCON) for declarative syntax, supporting comments, variables, and modularization
providing more flexibility in organization and management of configurations. Our declarative specification consists of three major
parts as outlined in detail below.
4.3.1 Retrieve. A datasource provides the method for reading
data and preparing it for use in a pipeline. In addition to graph data
source we also support data in plain text, CSV, and JSON formats
to facilitate use of any auxiliary data. A graph datasource can declare one or more configuration elements that specify a query, an
optional post query script written in Javascript, an optional post
query pipeline, and the schema describing the data. The following
snippet shows an example of the declarative data source configuration. This example builds a simple data source from all queries
capturing the user, their role, and issued query text, by selecting
the PREFERRED_LABEL attribute from all entities of type USER and
ROLE, and selecting QUERY_TEXT from QUERY.
dataSource = {
type = "com.ibm.labbook.ml.spec.datasource.GraphDataSourceSpec"
userGeneratedQueries = {
name = "user generated queries"
schema = {
fields = [{
name = "USER"
dataType = {type = "com.ibm.labbook.ml.spec.schema.StringTypeSpec"
}{
name = "ROLE"
dataType = {type = "com.ibm.labbook.ml.spec.schema.StringTypeSpec"
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}{
name = "QUERY"
dataType = {type = "com.ibm.labbook.ml.spec.schema.StringTypeSpec"
}}]
}
query = """
g.V().match(
__.as("QUERY").has("TYPE", "QUERY").as("QUERY"),
__.as("QUERY").inE().has("RELATION_TYPE", "issuedQuery")
.inV().as("USER"),
__.as("USER").outE().has("RELATION_TYPE", "memberOf")
.outV().as("ROLE")).select("USER", "ROLE", "QUERY")
.values("PREFERRED_LABEL", "PREFERRED_LABEL", "QUERY_TEXT")
.dedup()
"""
}
queries = [${dataSource.userGeneratedQueries}]
}

The query is written using the Gremlin query language. Each
query is executed in parallel and the results are gathered to formulate the input dataset. A post query script that binds the graph’s
connection object can be used to annotate the results from the graph
or execute domain specific processing. The post query pipeline can
be used to execute Apache Spark specific pipeline stages on the
resulting dataset to prepare it for use in training. Once all queries
have been processed, the resulting dataset is handed to the trainer.
4.3.2 Train. The trainer encapsulates the logic for executing
the stages required to generate a trained machine learning model.
To provide flexibility in how the data is used to train models, our
framework allows users to specify an optional pre-training phase,
a required training phase, and an optional post-training phase.
Each of these phases consist of standard Apache Spark pipeline
stages. As part of the framework, we also provide a transformer
that gives the user access to a graph connection and accepts a
script written in JavaScript, which allows the user to customize
how the phase transforms data. For example, in the snippet below
the “transformations" used in this pipeline came from an external
module which were included at the beginning of the configuration.
trainer = {
type = "com.ibm.labbook.ml.spec.training
.fpm.FrequentPatternMatchingTrainerSpec"
preTrainingPipeline = {
stages = [{
type = "com.ibm.labbook.ml.impl.feature.SqlStatementParser"
inputCol = "QUERY"
outputCol = "PARSED_QUERY"
}{
specType = "com.ibm.labbook.ml.spec.feature.JsonTransformerSpec"
inputCol = "PARSED_QUERY"
outputCol = "LABELED_QUERY"
distinct = true
transformations = ${transformations}
}]}
trainingPipeline = {
stages = [{
id = "fpm"
type = "com.ibm.labbook.ml.impl.feature.fpm.FPGrowthAdapter"
column = "LABELED_QUERY"
}]}
}

The pre-training phase allows users to execute pipeline stages
that transform or modify the dataset to further prepare it for training. In the above example, query data is parsed and transformed
into a JSON dataset. Other uses of the pre-training stage include
handling of null values and vector assembly. The training phase
specifies the machine learning algorithm to be executed against the
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input dataset; the example above specifies that the frequent pattern
growth algorithm (FP-Growth) should be executed. The framework
supports the following algorithms: K-Means, Bisecting K-Means,
Gaussian Mixture, LDA, and FP-Growth. The trainer phase also
supports the ability to determine the best hyper-parameter selection via grid search and to designate appropriate train/test split
ratios. For clustering methods, we utilize the Silhouette Coefficient
as a basis for model fitness and selection of best K. For FP-Growth,
we try to maximize the number of generated patterns while minimizing generation time. When executed, the framework will utilize
the provided inputs and output the best fit model. Once the training phase has completed, the post-training phase can additionally
transform or modify the output dataset to prepare it for use in an
application or for export, such as to look up additional attributes for
entities from the graph to be used as part of the generated model in
an application. For example, the specification above could easily be
modified to incorporate other contextual attributes, such as a user’s
role, frequently used datasets, social network, etc. It is also possible
to push these temporary results back to the graph during this step,
allowing other algorithms to leverage these computations.
4.3.3 Persist. In order to utilize the information generated in
the previous steps, the framework supports the capability to persist
outputs, including the graph. The user simply declares where they
would like their outputs to be persisted and the framework will create or update entities and relationships in the graph. Optionally, results can be persisted to the file system in a directory containing all
models and datasets generated in every executed phase. The models
are written to disk in Spark’s standard format so they can be reused
elsewhere by loading them via Spark’s PipelineModel load method.
Persisted datasets are written using Spark’s DataFrameWriter in
JSON format and can also be loaded via Spark’s DataFrameReader
or other methods. The following snippet shows an example of the
declarative persistence configuration.
resultPersister = {
type = "com.ibm.labbook.ml.spec.training.FileBasedResultPersisterSpec"
format = "json"
savePath = "./training-outputs"
}

Persisting results back to the graph is very important as it can
facilitate and feed into additional analytics. For example, clusters
of business terms can be persisted into the graph as new nodes
and relations to business term entities. This can be leveraged by
subsequent analytics to suggest new data assets for business rules
based on leveraging these semantic clusters. For example, a new
asset that contains a date column can be recommended for an
existing business policy defined on assets with date columns.

5

EXAMPLES

In this section, we illustrate two examples that make use of our
context graph and declarative machine learning framework, to show
the flexibility to support two very different use cases: to generate
recommendations to enforce compliance policies for use by a data
steward, and to enable a query assist tool used by a developer. In
both cases, the graph provides a rich source of semantic, social and
usage information to the feed the machine learning pipeline, leading
to contextually meaningful recommendations. It should be noted
that the graph and machine learning framework are independent
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Figure 4: Sample features to find associations between tables:
(a) tables co-occuring the same set of queries (b) tables coassigned to same terms, or (c) similar similar terms

of the individual tools that make up the Information Server suite
of products, making it possible to surface the recommendations in
the tool appropriate for the user. In the case of a data steward, the
appropriate interface would be IGC, while a query assist feature
would be surfaced in a developer’s tool, such as DataStage Designer.
For these examples, we populated a context graph with semantic
with usage data derived from database system logs that describes
which users executed which queries. Our usage data was generated
from the SQLShare [14] [13] [15] [12] data release version 1. From
this data, we identified all tables and columns contained in the
queries and constructed a set of DDL statements to create our
database. Using IBM®InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager version
11.5, we ingested the schema information from the database into
IGC resulting in 33 cataloged tables. To further enhance the dataset,
we annotated tables and columns with business terms we defined
based on their semantics, and registered this information in IGC.
We populated the context graph with connectors described in 4.2.

5.1

Generating Recommendations to Enforce
Compliance With Governance Policies

In this example, we show how our framework can be used to enrich discovery and to proactively generate recommendations for
compliance to governance policies. Figure 4 shows a subset of the
connections between table schemas and business terms captured
in the graph. Suppose a data steward is using IGC to review database TABLE_A for compliance to governance policies. At the same
time, a developer has created a new application with a new table
TABLE_B, that will be used with TABLE_A. Because it is a new application, TABLE_B is not yet properly cataloged within IGC. This
situation could pose a problem for compliance depending on how
the developer uses TABLE_A. Recommendations generated from our
framework can alert the data steward to potential governance issues
by surfacing additional context information in IGC. For example,
the IGC catalog entry for TABLE_A might show other tables sharing
similar business terms with TABLE_A and the number of queries
in which TABLE_A appears. Additionally, another recommendation
might surface the fact that TABLE_B is being used by applications,
but has not been cataloged in IGC.
To support this use case, our framework pulls schema and business term information from the graph to formulate a dataset that
will be used against the K-Means clustering algorithm, and the
identified clusters form the basis for recommendations to other

Figure 5: Discovery and Compliance within IGC: Assets
are recommended based on common business terms, cooccurrence in multiple queries, among others.

Figure 6: Query Assist helps database developers by recommending tables and attributes based on past similar queries,
also leveraging additional context such as user roles.
potential tables of interest to the user. By leveraging the model
generated in the first example, our framework supplements the
clustered table members with their associated frequencies of use
within queries that was derived from the usage data. Finally, these
two models are used together to determine assets that are actively
being used but are not cataloged in IGC.
Figure 5 shows a modified version of IGC containing a recommendations panel generated from our models for the AUTHORED
table entry in IGC. The recommendation includes evidence as to
why a recommendation was made, including connections related
through business terms and connections derived from usage information. The figure also shows a table that is shown to be in use but
not cataloged (e.g., the AUTHORED table).

5.2

Generating Recommendations for use in a
Query Assist Tool

In this example, we outline how our approach can be adapted to
provide query assistance for a developer by leveraging the connections between users, roles, and the queries they have issued.
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Imagine that a developer tasked with writing queries and creating
an application in a domain with which they are not familiar. A good
starting point would be to leverage the ‘tribal knowledge’ of other
developers in similar roles and working with the same or similar
data that is captured in the graph.
For this example, usage data is including the tables, columns,
functions, literals, predicates, tables, etc. referenced together in
queries. This data is augmented with information extracted from
regarding who issued the query, their role and social information,
and the business terms associated with the tables and columns. This
labeled set of data is then passed to the training pipeline of our
configuration to determine label frequencies and usage patterns
using the FP-Growth algorithm.
Figure 6 demonstrates how the model can be used to generate
query assist recommendations. Two capabilities are surfaced to
assist the user: type ahead, to show the most popular matching
items in a drop down list; and recommended next items based
on current context and state of the user’s input query as shown
in the table labeled Recommendations. The application works by
dynamically parsing the user’s input query and generating a set of
labels that can be used to look up similar usage patterns within the
model generated from the FP-Growth algorithm. As in the previous
example, the application additionally generates evidence as to why
a recommendation was made along with a confidence score which
is based on the observed frequency for the labeled items in the
user’s query.
These two examples demonstrate the essence of a graph-based
approach for capturing governance context and a declarative approach for exploiting such context flexibly. In both examples, we
utilized multiple contexts to provide a personalized experience,
including usage context from queries, semantic context from business terms, and business context regarding user roles and business
policies. Such multiplicity of context is critical for governance to
improve discovery, quality, and compliance.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper we demonstrated how a machine learning approach
to data governance can be used to support discoverability, quality,
and compliance within an enterprise. Our system is built within
the context of a commercial data management system and complements existing features based on requirements gathered from real
customers. Key to our approach is (1) an architecture to captures
governance context across users and systems, (2) a context graph
providing flexibility and extensibility to represent a broad range
of data-related activities across an enterprise, and (3) a declarative
machine learning approach to specify pipelines flexibly for wide variety of analytics. As the data ecosystem in the enterprise becomes
more open, dynamic, and complex such flexibility will be even more
critical to support governance. We believe machine learning coupled with a flexible graph representation of contextual metadata
offers a powerful solution going forward. We plan to expand on
our approach to exploit a larger degree of connections between
assets and people to bring a more personalized data governance
experience.

Seabolt et al.
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